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Patina style imbues Giannetti client homes in a variety of architectural styles.For anyone who
has loved the Giannetti books about Patina Farm, this book continues the aesthetic in a variety
of styles.Steve Giannetti’s architectural designs springboard from his image of ultimate beauty—
a place where modern, classical and industrial elements merge to create a unique style with a
modern sense of space and emotion drawn from history. His materials palette consists of wood,
metal, and stone. His color palette is a chalky patina. Twelve varied homes—ranging from a
modern desert glass box and a beachfront contemporary to a historic East Coast farmhouse
and a Provencal-style home in California—show how Steve has used these themes to solve
unique architectural challenges. Steve has collaborated with his wife, Brooke, as well as other
designers on the various interiors.



Patina HomesSteve Giannetti & Brooke GiannettiPrincipal photography byLisa
RomereinPhotograph © 2021 Nikolas Koenig.This book is dedicated to our clients,who bring
meaning to our workby sharing their dreams with usand trusting us to design their homes.Thank
you for inspiring others todream by allowing us to include yourprivate spaces in Patina
Homes.Photograph © 2021 Brendan Willing James.ContentsIntroductionPatina
FarmProvençalAthertonOceansideMaineCliff HousePalm DesertFern
HollowBonhillWisteriaCreeksideFonplegadeMalibu ColonyProject CreditsIntroductionMy
father’s plaster studio near Washington, D.C.My creative life began just outside of Washington,
D.C., in my family’s ornamental plaster studio, an environment that was equal parts classical and
industrial. As a young boy, I spent my summers covered in a fine white dust, helping my father
and paternal grandfather fabricate and install column capitals and other decorative architectural
pieces, all the while learning about their historic meanings and the beauty they brought to these
spaces.Those summers of my youth were an opportunity to observe. I watched as the artisans
carved the wooden molds that would be used over and over again to create the plaster
ornament. I could see hints of their handwork in each finished piece. To this day, my designs
reflect the respect I have for the craftsman’s touch.I also grew up appreciating the importance of
palette. Being an industrial space, Giannetti Studio was built out of simple materials that were
left unadorned. Wood and metal were in their natural states. As they aged, they developed a
chalky “patina.” This became the comforting, neutral backdrop of my childhood memories and is
still what I prefer for my surroundings.My experiences at Giannetti Studio shaped my image of
ultimate beauty—a place where modern, classical and industrial elements merge to create a
unique style with a modern sense of space and emotion drawn from history.You will see these
themes flow through all of the projects I share in Patina Homes and how I use these concepts to
solve an array of architectural challenges, ultimately to create houses in a unique architectural
style that also incorporates the stories and dreams of my clients.A collection of decorative
plaster plaques, heads and medallions hang on a cement block wall in the stairway, inspiring
plaster displays at our home, Patina Farm.A beautifully detailed plaster pineapple sits on top of
an industrial lift at Giannetti Studio.My father (far left) and grandfather (center) in the studio in
1961. It looked much the same then as it does today.Craftsmen’s work smocks hang on the door
to the plaster drying room. The faded colors of the smocks and the aged patina of the wood-
plank doors are the inspiration for our palette.Patina FarmPhotograph © 2021 Victoria
Pearson.Patina Farm is the result of my design collaboration with my wife, Brooke, and reflects
the combination of our two unique stories and our shared dream. The architecture is both rustic
and modern and was influenced by the history of its location in the small rural town of Ojai,
California. For a year, we designed this five-acre property and imagined our life there while we
took our morning walks, with the intention of creating a place that would appeal to like-minded
future clients. Patina Farm is our “Field of Dreams,” and we believed that if we built it, they would



come.Our intention was to create a timeless home that felt as if it had been built decades ago
and evolved over time. We combined the two historic architectural styles of Ojai—one more
Mediterranean and the other more agrarian—to help us achieve our goal. We used antique
building materials, including reclaimed antique French terra-cotta roof tiles and vintage barn
beams and cupolas, as well as antique limestone fireplace mantels and wood doors, all of which
brought their own sense of history to our home.The historic nature of our home is juxtaposed
with a sense of modernity. Unframed sheets of glass in our bedroom nurture a connection to the
gardens. There are no decorative trims or moldings except those from Giannetti Studio that are
on display in our hallway as an homage to my family heritage. Our steel windows also recall the
industrial design that I’ve loved since childhood. In contrast to the broken-up spaces in older
historic homes, Patina Farm has an open floor plan, where the public rooms flow together.To
embrace a sense of calm, we limited the palette to a few neutral tones. White plaster, grayed
cedar planks and limestone washed in a pale linen-colored grout cover the walls. The flooring
materials are confined to a bleached white French oak and creamy French limestone. Inspired
by the gardens, the furnishings palette is also neutral and includes textured natural linens, aged
leather and verdant antique textiles. Nothing is precious. These selections give our rooms a
sense of comfortable tranquility, where our friends and family are invited to relax.A collection of
ornamental plaster pieces from Giannetti Studio is an homage to my family history. The
decorative screen on the wall is a flea market find from years ago that embodies our Patina Style
design philosophy.Our elegant Belgian verdure tapestry and worn leather chairs are the perfect
combination of rustic and refined.Instead of a traditional dining room, we placed our dining table
in the center of our home between the front and back steel doors, making it more versatile and
connecting it to the gardens.Another display of Giannetti Studio plaster pieces adds a chalky
patina to the wall between our dining and kitchen.
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sense of comfortable tranquility, where our friends and family are invited to relax.A collection of
ornamental plaster pieces from Giannetti Studio is an homage to my family history. The
decorative screen on the wall is a flea market find from years ago that embodies our Patina Style
design philosophy.Our elegant Belgian verdure tapestry and worn leather chairs are the perfect
combination of rustic and refined.Instead of a traditional dining room, we placed our dining table
in the center of our home between the front and back steel doors, making it more versatile and
connecting it to the gardens.Another display of Giannetti Studio plaster pieces adds a chalky
patina to the wall between our dining and kitchen.A collection of Giannetti Studio wood and
metal molds are displayed above a black Swedish cabinet in our son Nick’s room.A two-sided
limestone fireplace is the only separation between our dining-living room and our kitchen. Two of
our “Kate” chairs and a continental-height, antique, oval table by the fire makes a cozy breakfast
room.Photograph © 2021 Victoria Pearson.Photograph © 2021 Gemma and Andrew
Ingalls.ProvençalWhat do you do when a couple comes to you and they have differing ideas for
the type of home they want? That was the challenge we faced when designing this home. The
wife loved classic French design, while the husband was drawn to modern architecture. The
result is a beautiful property that is both Provençal and modern. In the rooms where the wife
spends more time, the aesthetic leans more feminine and French. In the spaces where the
husband spends more of his time, we used more modern detailing.A cohesive palette of creamy
Texas limestone, white plaster, and warm white oak creates a consistent aesthetic throughout
the spaces. Shades of gray are added as an accent: a light blue-gray in her rooms and a darker
steel-gray in his.The other design challenge was the balance of public and private spaces. Our
clients wanted their home to include more formal rooms, allowing them to have large parties and
events, but they also wanted to create a home that was comfortable for their family of four. In
order to meet both of these needs, we placed the formal living room and dining room in the front
of the house. A series of steel French doors can be opened to the front patios and gardens,
enlarging these public spaces for bigger events. In the center of the home, a glassed-in stairway
has the air of a European central courtyard, bringing light into the home and also separating the
public spaces from the more intimate family rooms.Our clients also wanted a home that
supported an indoor-outdoor lifestyle. Similar to the formal rooms at the front of the house, the
family room, breakfast room, and kitchen are open to the gardens in the back of the house. A
wall of steel doors pocket to connect the family room to the covered porch, enlarging the space
and providing views of the pool and the stone-covered guesthouse. Tall, steel French doors
connect the breakfast room to a rose-covered sitting area and the outdoor barbecue.When their
home was complete, our clients told us it felt just like them. That’s always our goal.Potted
cypress, olive and boxwood surround the carved limestone fountain in the stair hall.
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Eric, “BEAUTIFUL BOOK!. I was so happy to receive my Patina Homes book! I love all the books
in the Patina series and couldn't wait to settle in with this latest one and to learn about the
Giannetti history (the plaster studio images are beautiful!). Also was excited to see the range of
Steve's architectural work and his collaboration on the interiors with Brooke and other designers.
Each project is different yet demonstrates the Giannetti design philosophy and unique style that
is clearly displayed in their own dream home, Patina Farm. I am so happy that the Giannettis
decided to share their work beyond the Farm with us and that through this book we are able to
see, in one place, how they translate the dreams of their clients into homes. Such a sweet
dedication at the beginning. Photography is beautiful.The book arrived in wonderful shape and is
great quality. It is larger than the other Patina books - more content to admire and enjoy!!”

Lareen, “Love Steve's Perspective!. What a refreshing view of the Giannetti’s and their love of
design and architecture. I enjoyed seeing the different styles of homes, and how they use natural
materials like stone and wood. Even though each home is different, one sees Giannetti all over
it . Architecture feels like such a passion and work of love to Steve. His sketches throughout
make the book seem even more personal. Now off to see what styling ideas I can come up with
for my own home.”

Andrew Gordon, “Gorgeous pages and photography!. This book is absolutely stunning! The
pages are nice and thick and the photos are gorgeous. I love the hand-drawn architectural
sketches from Steve Giannetti throughout the book, it adds a whole new element! I could spend
hours just flipping through this book and taking in all of the design details. Based on the other
reviews I did a shake test to test the binding it is very sturdy! Amazon did not include any
protection in the shipping box, the book was just sitting in the box with no paper or bubble wrap,
which isn't ideal. Overall, a great book and I'm very pleased with it!”

Mallory Pound, “MY FAVORITE GIANNETTI BOOK YET. I love the Giannettis and was so
excited to see their interior design book -- this is my FAVORITE BOOK THEY HAVE DONE SO
FAR. The book has a million gorgeous pictures and interior design ideas. One house is even
more beautiful than the next! Seriously dreaming of living in that French chateau
paradise...CAN'T GET ENOUGH!!!”

Kris, “The best yet!!! Absolutely gorgeous!. I have two other Patina books. Love each of them.
This book visits their farm, but also shows other beautiful homes/projects that the Giannetti’s
have completed.  All are gorgeous!”

MA421, “Gorgeous new book!!. Just got my copy and it was in perfect condition! The pictures
are beautiful and I love how it focuses on the work they do for their clients - especially in different



parts of the country since I don't live in California. Everything is so lovely and livable I now want
to update my entire house!”

CARO JEAN, “Beautiful book. Beautiful book. I love it”

K B, “Page after page of beautiful images. Such a beautiful book, with image after image of the
most wonderfully designed homesSturdy cover and a nice size for picking up to browse through!”

Ebook Library Reader, “A keeper. A feast for the eyes but also an interesting read.”

The book by Steve Giannetti has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 282 people have provided feedback.
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